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AS 1994 SHUDDERS TO A HALT, I feel a 
certain sense of satisfaction with the part which 
ATmapar/rjiK played in it. Twenty-four issues of anything 
in a year is a nice piece of work, and APAK was 
occasionally worth reading, especially the parts written by 
my corespondents, i’ll forge on into the new year, much 
as before, but you might want to take a look at the new 
subscription and availability information on the back of the 
zine.

I finally got a really large raft of APAKs away to 
the U.K. right after #23, on the 1 5th of December. I 
added the addresses of all the people who got the last 
bundle into the master APAK mailing list, so APAK now 
has nearly 40% of it's recipients in that country. I'm going 
to hit them monthly from here on out, so there should be 
some British fans involved in whatever we discuss in the 
future - see, I may complain, but I do try to give you what 
you want....

SOMETHING YOU DON'T SEE EVERY DAY: 
Glenn Hackney, Jon Singer, Anita Rowland and yhos were 
about four frames into our first game (and we were all 
doing pretty well, I might add) when the guy at the 
counter opened the PA system and announced: "Don't 
bowl for a few minutes, please, folks, we have to re-boot 
the system." It took a moment or two to convince 
everyone in the alley that the instructions applied to them, 
at which point all the scoring consoles, lane-lights and 
overhead monitors went dark. A. few seconds passed, then 
cursors appeared on all the screens. The lane-lights began 
to flicker on and off, while the pin-sweepers and sweepers 
balletically re-set themselves.

"Probably a UNIX system," snickered Glenn.
"Hard to tell from this," said Anita, indicating the 

scoring console. "It says 'Copyright 1987, Bowling 
Software Systems, Inc.'"

"And Lane 23 is also Node 23," I observed. 
"That's convenient. I wonder what you do to make the 
system seize up so bad you have to reboot it. Maybe if all 
the active lanes strike at the same time, the beer-frame 
catastrophe subroutine begins, crashing the system and 
leaving it unclear who has to buy."

No one else thought this was very likely. But when 
the system came all the way back a few seconds later, the 
only score missing was Glenn's result in the fourth frame - 

a strike.
JACKIE PAPER CAME NO MORE: I can only 

think of two or three other times when it has happened, 
but sometimes fanzines outlive the interest, or even the 
fannish careers, of their readers. This was on my mind as I 
iistiessiy opened the copy of MIMOSA 16 which awaited 
me on my return from Madison. When I read the first two 
or three issues of Nicki SC Richard Lynch's (Note change 
of official couple-nomenclature) fanzine, they were like a 
drink of cool water, with a combination of trufannish and 
regional material that I hadn't seen before. But over the 
past decade, I read an awful lot of fan history, and became 
slightly more discerning (or snooty, as some would say) in 
my pursuit thereof. Certain elements of each issue of 
MIMOSA now inspire little more than ennui in me; the 
lives of Great Fen, like Ackerman, Kyle, and Tucker, 
recalled at great length and in considerable detail. By 
contrast, it never seems like Walt Willis' column is long 
enough; his selection of material for inclusion, as well as 
his grasp of the concept of brevity, leaves the reader 
wanting more of his "I Remember Me" columns. And the 
personal editorials have become a trifle tedious as well: 
Through sensible management and careful preparation, we 
journeyed to the city where Worldcon was to be held. We 
had some tasteful and not-too-touristy experiences, then 
accepted another Hugo award. Everyone was terribly kind.

All this was running through my head as I drew 
MIMOSA #16 out of the envelope and admired the saucy 
cover by Dan Steffan. The front features a rotund satyr 
that looked an awful lot like Terry Hughes when it first 
caught my eye. The mimeography was, as usual, as perfect 
as any zine I've seen in the past five years. A tasteful 
fannish handicraft.

I let my eyes glaze over a little as I scanned the 
TOC. Ackerman, Kyle and Tucker. More of Sharon 
Farber's increasingly similar medical stories, that do a great 
deal to reinforce my fear of medical procedures and 
facilities. And this issue has a long piece on a 
contemporary blight on fandom, the feuds and wrangles of 
Swedish fandom as related by the always engagingly 
unstable Ahrvid Engholm. Degler seems a little less manic 
now....

I was considering trying to read the latest DE 
PROFUNDIS while my eyes were still worthy to the task,

- you knew he was either a professional writer or Bruce Pelz.



when the name of Vincent Clarke caught my,eye. Here he me, that reading my stuff was like tasting to me
wSsinwIthacooltalep^^ my toateriM was absorbed e^yapg effectively.

(I would think that itwouldbe clear fromthe

In a contemporary fanzine. Here Is the fallbenefltofbeing 1 a® Pre«ycomfortable with informal, wandenng,and
good^nd nice an^ welbplanned, and winning awards and personal ^riting. I tonnafter about gie prim of nit
having hilarious misadventures with George Laskowski. A herring withthe best of them. In the fennish lexicon, the
re^flat-out scoop, a significant and engaging pieceof fan- noun "editorial" canrefertoa lot of different things,
writing that no other fanzine could have gotten, or wotild Whateveryou regard an "editorial" tobe, itseems to me that 
have looked right to use even If they could. I could build a a fenzine of HABAKKUK's caliber deserves some kind of 
whole issueof one of my fanzines with a pfece like this; as introduction to its thematic content, a sign-post to the

murkof to azufefftretone waten.To me, itlfftedthe - 
wlWSBpagestracture  ̂ made ft do

Nicki Ik Dick sent me cut-out sections of tetters which 
referred to my piece "I Fried A Thousand times" In 
number 15. This Is a truly righteous thing to do,

criticism. One could simply read me articles, after all.
- Whilelmhappyto^

and Bowman have high opinions a your style, my aesthetic 
impressionofitremains thesame. It is extremely fennish, the

' easy, femiliarself-referentiality that characterizes most

IFF at the same 
, «st editors in 

and I think they hit the mark they set ter themselves wl 
every Issue. It's only my deficient attentibn-span and> 
1110(1^11 impd>WITC6 Willi Kjplstn JJcIWFa 
Into the verge of the outer darkness of I 
spastic pro-hood. But even in that dank 
MIMOSA looms on the horizon, eight hundred feet Uli 

twp

last Issue, I was a little worried to see a letter from BILL 
DONAHO (626 58th St,, Oakland, CA 94609) waiting
\WirCli jjOtK&SdC Iw0k£h£.^Ovm

"Re the
grateful to Ted for making peace between rich and me-. 
I like rich and was totally amazed at his reaction. (Until 
it was explained to me.) And that was pretty stupid on 

and I have apologized profusely to rich.
"But I wasn’t the slightest bit interested in 

changing rich's style; I just wanted to shorten his letter. 
And it never occurred to me that style was of any

— —<ijfit hadbeen oriywh^qualifieis-bwtHddn't' 
have bothered to cut them; as you point out, that didn't1 
makemuch difference. But rich has a habit of saying 
the same thing over and over in somewhat different

"We seem to have different ideas about just 
what a good fanzine editorial should be. leather that 
you tend to look on one as a reasonably formal article. 
I think of them as a display case for the editor, he talks 
about his life and ideas, thereby presenting his

it
whole

r Tlhi^^
was much gratified by John Foysti 
3:3, Your rambling editorial was.

;bv cutting out

m' without 
but I

I



"However, I have never edited any otherletter 
that way, and I was- just interested in cutting rich's, not ~ 
changing his style. I did, but that was the result, not the v 
object I have no interest in changinganyone's style, 
and,evenifl wanted to do this - which I donl- 
rewritingis CONSIDERABLY more vyorkthan just 
entering, ard Pm not about to do that. Entering letters 
into' the computer is quite enough work, thank you.

"But Tedcertainly hasavalidpoint that 
changing a letter likethis is not a Good Thing to do, a 
definite misuse of editorial power, fortunately I have !

■' not done it with anyone else. ,1 might very well have if ?
anyone else had written with a similar style, but no one 
else has written in such amanner that their points . 
could be presented while' pruning, and that's what I did 
before, except regrettably in rich's case.

As for the HABAKKUK letter column I mostly 
' goby theprincipk thatL ^int things I wouldliketo

read in someone else's letter column, and this does 
include a certain amount of non-meaty stuff, 
particularly material that - minor though it might be - 
reveals the personality of the writer. (And it never 
occurred to me that by condensing rich's letter I was 

' altering the personality he was presenting, which 
x makes it all the more stupid of me.) And material that 

would likely come up in conversations., like 
comparisons of books, movies, TV shows, etc. But I tend 
to look on letter columns as extended conversations.

"And I like wit. I wouldn't dream of editing that 
out - tired old jokes, yes, but not wit." -• A. ; <

[I'm a little sorry to see you back-pedaling so 
fiiriouslyaway fromany endorsement of what you must " 
have,at the time, Wanted to see In your fanzine. I feel that 
a fan-editor has the right to employ the words sent to him' 
in the way he-or she sees fit, but part of the social contract' 
of fanzine publishing and contribution Is that you let the 
person know what could happen to their work once in 
your hands, either by the example of previous publication, 
or by some form of direct communication between the 

r editor and potential contrfeutor. The idea that you can 
present tetten-orlndeodany contribution In a "neutral" 
fashion seems to run counter to the idea of "editing" a 
publication at all. The order In which you present letters, 
the.iHustratlons you choose to place near them, the 

f response which you make afterward, all have serious effect 
of the Impression which the letter column, and by 

. extension, the whole fmz conveys. The contributor gets 
< the opportunity to express ideas and opinions of their 

own, of course, but I think most of us understand that the 
ability to use our words In defense of their arguments is 
simplyOne of the privileges which editors enjoy. What else 
do you get out of the process of publishing? .

DAVID THAYER (701 Regency Dr, Hunt, TX 
, " 76054) weighs In on this as well: ]

1 Tmimpressed with, the wit that Ted White's 
comments add to your letter column trashing 
HABAKKUKs letter, column's lack of it

"Your editing out sentences, paragraphs and 
- topics in my postcards makes me come across as even 

more brief aindbne dimensional than l really am.But 
without editing, you would lose control and focus and 
your reader's attention. Saving space is only a side 

! issue." ? <- f v /
[Gosh, David, you make me feel so editorially 

piratical and adventurous, like a dashing figure with the 
courage to rule a wUd young fmz with an Iron hand/ But 
you clearly have some Intuitive understanding of what I 
was just talking about with Donaho. I hope that the editing 

' of your postcards to APAK contributes equally to the 
success of the zine and to your level of entertainment with 
that process.

GEORGE FLYNN (P.O. Box 1069, Kendall Sq. 
Stn., Cambridge, MA 02142) comes to the same issue: * 
aphj

"Apparatchik 23 received. I didn't even know
1 there was a West Seattle. And Eve probably exhausted 

anything I might have to say on the various TAFF
' isrises./ ■■ ■ _ jv

"Your definition, of apparatchik goes a bit 
beyond what the dictionary recognizes, in English, at 

/ least. All the dictionaries at hand say essentially the 
same as the Merriam-Webster definition:' 1. A member 
of a Communist apparat [political organization]. 2. an 
official blindly devoted to superiors or to an 
organization.'Nothing about intrigue and double
dealing,' etc., though you could take it as implicit, I

' suppose.” '
v [Unfortunately, my dictionary does not have a 

definition at all, so I Was relying on some form of usage I’d 
picked up from one book or another, and imperfectly 
translated through the lens of memory. Perhaps I simply 
make them up, as has been alleged in past. Butl like the 
Idea of characterizing APAK as "an official blindly devoted 
to....the organization." Minister for Agriculture to the 
Academy of Fannish Arts and Letters. Heiman of the Iwa. 
-aph]

"Damn, now Ill have to lookup the original of 
'■ my letter to Habakkuk and eempare texts. (But I don't 

have it here; and if I wait to check, this letter won't, 
■ come out till after Christmas.,..) On the general

' . question: Well, if been a while since I edited a lettercol, 
so I don't know how closely my recommendations now 
would match my practice of fifteen years ago. Certainly 
I would clean up (unintentional) errors of spelling, 
punctuation, etc., to make the writer look better. But I 
don't thinkUd omit any/words (within a reasonably 
self-contained segment) without indicating it with ah 
ellipsis or the like. [Pedantic digression: I just hate the 

. .way that computers have encouraged, the substitution 
of the previously nonexistent single-character'...' for, 
the true ellipsis ’., .'] On the other hand I sometimes \, 
proofread for other, rines that make such edits, and I 
have seldom felt compelled to voice any outrage at the 
practice. Depends on the material, I suppose: If the

IkMwltetfaniailHM



quite anomer matter, t i ne seiaom a cotque or 
sentences back replaced anof when I recalled sdjme 
ins tances of the latter sort of editing that I rft/question, 
son^etimes successfully.) And this paragr^ticotild 
definitely u$O editing. .." > , - ' ,
[The simple fact is, most editors take a machete to f

/Litjajii___ 222 21..-. :. :.

them have the time or energy to manipulate the text of a letter 
so-that a different or unnatural reflection of its intended 
content is communic^ed. Taking the time to dissect 

to be arrived at by accident, -aph]

Title/Issue 
ANSIBLE#89 
DEPROFUNDlS #272 
HILDISVlN#3 
INTERESTING! #1 
jufiGAL LIMIT #1 
MIMOSA #16

S MOBIUS STRIP V.II, #! 
PEGA-REPORT #28 
PLUS; MANY, MANY, 
NEW CHANGESOFA 
JohanSchimanski; 
AAL/Universitetet i Osl< 
Pb.1013 Blindem 
N-0135OSLO
NORWAY ,

f'

Author/Editor Description/Notes
Dave Langford " Just another PONG-wannabe
Tim Merrigan, for the LASFS Smallest type I've seen this year 
Holger Eliasson Amusing fanzine with an enter!
RichSagall First issue ofanugly.expensh.
Peter Larsen A "zine-catalog" from Dreamh
Nicki & Richard Lynch See impressionsbu page 1
Donna Aranda fortheEPSFRA Nice little clubzine , >

t

Austin, TX 78704
(I had the street # wrong)

..... ...................I<|^.................. .

■; It -

going to bomore direct and simply state the way I see the contract between me and readers of APAK. APAK costs an 
average of 68 cents per issue, which includes first-class postage in the USA. Postal rates are rising in the next two days, so 

y each copy will cost 71 cents in 1995. Every copy sent to England cost about $2.00, making them by far the most expensive
portion erf the overall budget for me. I'm not out to make dny profit on the exchange, but if I am going to expand the mailing.

., list as;so jnany peoplehave suggested I do, I will probably need to sdl a few more subscriptions. So, Fll cohtinue to make 
subscriptions available at 4 copies/ $3.00,12 copies for $6.00, and a lifetime subscription for $1973.1 am trading APAK 
with some fan editors; but obviously not all. If anyone out there has been frustratedwith my failure to trade allrfor-all with 
than as far as APAK goes, rd accept being dropped off your mailing list; but even more eagerly I would welcome a 
request for a sample copy and a promise of a I^oC in return. Lettas are the lifeblood of a zine like APAK, without them I 
have to vamp for a foil four pages. Contribution through correspondence, remuneration or relevant trade is a good way to 
get on the APAK list for as long as theride lasts. ’ . '

Pm less certain what to say to conespondend from the U.K. and other overseas locations. Funds would be accepted 
happily, but ihost people have better things to do with their money. The safest way to begin and theft continue receiving 
APAK is to write me a.fetter. Anything current subscribers and,correspondents can do to put these words in front of other

—=!==L®!S?»B*B!^  ̂ --------,


